Sam Benson stars in "The Dirty Picture Show" at the Nob Hill Cinema, 729 Bush Street
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Editor: I do not to your letter in here. Over the years, I have known you—somebody of the former friend--------

May 11, 1980

Editor: Can't you people write anything good about Harry? All divinity do it deprecate it. Harry is a warm and sensitive person. Let's go over his claim on the bandwagon.

May 22, 1980

Editor: We've been discovering lately that many local gas companies do not have adequate data bases for customers and, instead of addressing the problem, have been relying on the customers to provide the information. The results of this practice will help us to keep the customer's line up to date.

May 19, 1980

Editor: You know about the healing grace of Jesus Christ, the divine Model of Human Perfect­

May 16, 1980

Editor: With regard to the letter of (35) from "an anti-matriarchal"—the chances are that you were not even born when you read this. Furthermore, the use of the word "anti-matriarchal" is not an accurate description of the issue at hand. The letter raises serious questions about the role of women in society and the need for equal rights and opportunities for all genders. It is important to engage in open and respectful dialogue about these issues in order to promote understanding and progress. Thank you for bringing these points to our attention.

Kerth O'Brien

Michael D. Delaney

Sincerely,

Elliott Kuhn

Warmest regards,

Michael D. Delaney

Rest in Peace

---

Newspaper Article:

MORRHONS HAVE A VERY DIRTY MIND AND BOOK

According to Chicago Gay Life, the Mommonts are not short of surprises.

In front of just three pages of the Mommonts' "Wrongs of Forgiveness" Chairman Kimber uses the following terms to describe homophobes: "reprehensible.....decadent.....perverted.....disgusting.....abominable.....degenerate.....insane.....and embarrassing..."

All that is to us!!!

CLEVE SAYS THAT CBS TAKE HIM TO SHUT HIS MOUTH.

A legend in his own childhood, the anti-gay Assemblyman Leo McCarthy, Cleve Jones is quoted as saying that the CBS reports on gays taught him to talk with his hands. "What a boon!"

BLUEBERRY MAGAZINE SHINES NEAT LIGHT ON ADVOCATE EXPERIENCE CBS.

The current issue of the Advocate Magazine has a lengthy article about David Berghman, one of the Advocate Experience's most successful authors. It describes the impact of his work on the gay community and highlights his contributions to the movement.

SUITE FILED AGAINST LEADER OF GAY PERPETRATORS

Anita Bryant, has filed for a divorce from her beloved husband Fisher. The couple has been married for 20 years, but their relationship has been tumultuous. Anita claims that Fisher has been unfaithful, and she wants a divorce.

SUIT FILED AGAINST LEADER OF GAY PERPETRATORS

Mr. Lawrence Maritoni Moutinho has filed suit against the city of San Francisco claiming that the city's public safety department failed to protect him from harassment. The suit alleges that Moutinho was beaten in an en­trapment situation recently.

HANDCUFFS ILLEGAL IN NEW YORK CITY

A San Francisco leather-garbed gay couple got a job when New York City Mayor Edward Koch signed into law an ordinance which BANS "GAY" sexual stimulation of the u-know.

EXECUTION OF THE TWO KILLERS OF GAY MAN

The two killers of a gay man will be sentenced on June 23rd in the S.F. Court. The case to a trial and still nothing like justice was done.

The two killers barely to the punks, that admitted their clients cont­ended, but as they said, "only to repel his homosexual advances." New York City's community which pays Killings Law of Life, didn't seem too surprised at the verdict, but a friend of Rangers, who had called the CRUSADER, was forgiving.

S.F. Killers, "Slapped"!

PROSECUTION "MAKES A DEAL!" W.H. D.A. SMITH

May 11.1980. The 11th NBC "Prime Time" show was shrill. New York City's Mayor Edward Koch signed into law an ordinance which BANS "GAY" sexual stimulation of the u-know.
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"YOU THE DRUG USING, DRUG LOVING CREEPS! IF THE SHOE FITS? WEAR IT!

never harm a fly, who did nothing but good unto everyone....have been murdered by

John Thomas is dead. The "victim" of an "drug overdose." Did YOU kill him? Yes,

•••

him on what "wonderful things" they were....I'm gonna print your dirty filthy names

my opinion, and if and when I find out who gave John Thomas the "crap" and "sold"

you! The guy who gave him the "pills," the "PCP", the "Qualuudes," the LSD? If

was but 22, maybe 23. God! What a waste!

list is endless, of those who would tell you that this boy should not have died. John

I Rev. Ray Broshears

Son Francisco

•

as a not-for-profit community bulletin,

Our mailingaddress is! Post Office Box

Qvsader was founded in June, 1972.

week or so at the currenttime. We wel­

With this Coupon/Ad and the

purchase of any sandwich on

J&D DELI open Monday thru

Saturday, 9 a.m. til 6 p.m

good until June 30, 1980.

are biased toward the majority of the

terest to you. Don' t expect us here to

that to the equally biased but distorted

who is being honest with you: the

as possible and in so doing we make our

EXORCISTS KILL

in Aschaffenburg, West Germany, two

The priests conducted rites of exorcism

during this time the girl refused food and

dead woman were also indicted on the

on the same charge.

The girl was convinced that she was poss­

jail. She was 74. Mrs. Esnaut had a man

Contrary to popular opinion, coffee is a

magazine, an article by Duke University's

harmless drink for adults. ModernMedicinej

10 to 15 states as the Socialists.

McReynolds will be on the California

their ballot party slate.

McReynolds is an athiest, so this makes

Betancourt was a candidate in 1977, for Supervisor in District 5.

that Howard Jarvis would have his picture taken with a known gay person.

is not soft on those criminal-types who are in and out of the jails like a

tect us.

Judge Figone is not soft on those who commit violent crimes. He cannot

real nice guy, but one who just doesn't have enough of a law and order

by electing V. Roy Lefcourt, Raymond Arata, Jr., and Richard Figone.

It is so important that you, each and everyone of you get out and vote on

June 3rd when he is soundly defeated.

V. Roy Lefcourt brings youth, experience, and understanding along with

and a deep understanding of the problems confronting law

who head the Party's slate for the presidential candidacy of the United States.

have headed the Party's bid for the pre­

member of the National Committee of

his running mate. Sister Diane Drugen—

a Roman Catholic nun was chosen as

the Socialist Party.

V. Roy Lefcourt, Raymond Arata, Jr. and Richard Tigoné

in 10 to 15 states as the Socialists.

in 10 to 15 states as the Socialists.

in 10 to 15 states as the Socialists.

... HOWARD & ANDY

Howard Jarvis and Andrew Betancourt shown together at a meeting in

from Proposition 8 recently. Betancourt, who is referred to as a "Mord-of-

which he extends to the Superior Court.

It is so important that you, each and everyone of you get out and vote on

June 3rd. Don't cry about "crime in the streets," do something about it

by electing V. Roy Lefcourt, Raymond Arata, Jr., and Richard Figone.

DEMOCRATS FOR ANDERSON FOR PRESIDENT

Just Friends" is San Francisco's newest and most unique

Greeting Card and Gift Shop

and it is located right in the heart of the Polkstreet shopping area next
door to Kim's. Give us a stop!

HUMAN RIGHTS... ONE DAY AT A TIME

- Betancourt was a candidate in 1977, for Supervisor in District 5.
This is a page from a document with various sections of text, including advertisements and political endorsements. The text is too dense to transcribe accurately in a natural language format. It appears to be a mix of advertisements, political quotes, and possibly a political endorsement or announcement. Without clearer visibility or more context, it's challenging to provide a coherent and readable transcription.
Theatre Rhino is to be commended for its excellence, especially in its role beautifully etched in the minds of its audience. In his first night in New York, the actor Sharon (played by Phillip Angim) beautifully projects innocence and charm. His character, a young child, is not the best of theatre, but you will enjoy the labor of the players.

**THEATRE TRAILS**

- **Boys In The Band** opened at a westbeth play, 3944 Babylon, and it was lovely. The sound was awful and the lighting was bad, but the one first grade could have done better. It was a "Big Band Theatre Project" and from the way the "project" has been planned, problems are on the horizon. But the players themselves were adequate. Some old faces in San Francisco's gay theatre circles were there in the cast which gave it credibility.

**ETNIC HUMOR**

- **Shelden Alchitam**, in the little Fox, 531 Pacific, Tuesdays, 6:30 - 10:30 for information.

**THREE MUSICALS**

- **Small World** (Gleason) who gets hypnotized by a Marx Bros. character, plays in Baghdad, the best of what is available. He is a native Englishwoman of nearly a century ago. He falls in love with her and she with him but the catch is that the woman is the only one who knows! If you can get a ticket, go.

**CHARTING, IF NOT PROFOUND**


**SOUND SYSTEMS**

- "Torch Song"...The Ultimate Comic about the most beautiful thing there is, love... Lightens the hour for your body... Lightens your soul for your mind. Lightens your heart for your heart.

**FOOD**

- "**EATING HOUSE**"...29th Street Open until 1 am. A coarse, rough and ready kind of food. A real "movie palace"!

**LOCKER ROOM OPEN**

- **LOCKER ROOM BOOK STORE**...29th Street. Open 24 hours every day. No police controls, no lockers, in the back of the main room.

**Helping Hands Services**

- "**SOUND SYSTEMS**"...

**MEDITATION**

- "**Eating House**"...29th Street. Open until 1 am. A coarse, rough and ready kind of food. A real "movie palace"!

**KIMO'S**

- "**Alphabet**"...29th Street.

**BARS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.**

- "**ALPHABET**"...29th Street.

**SERVICES**

- "**ALPHABET**"...29th Street.

**SOUND SYSTEMS**
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When Hitler came for the Jews,
I didn't speak out in protest,
because I was not a Communist.
When his soldiers arrested the Jews,
I didn't protest
because I was not a Jew.
When they arrested labor organizers,
I didn't say anything
for I was not in any union.
Then came the Catholics,
but I didn't speak out
because I was not a Catholic.
When they came for me,
I was too late...
No one was left to stand up for
(Peter Marshall). PRAY THAT GOD WILL PREVENT THEM FROM HURTING ANYONE ELSE!

The Christian Church in California, as nowhere else in America, is under direct attack from the politicians and their leftist allies which includes homosexuals. The Worldwide Church of God, headquartered in Pasadena was the first to feel the "sling" of the California Attorney General and is under heavy fire and in danger of being destroyed completely. Other churches, good people too, have been attacked by the Worldwide Church of God's enemy, George Deukmejian, the Attorney General.

This message is addressed to those Christ-haters who want to destroy churches. And the Christians who love their God and want to preserve it. This is your war and you will not lose. The battle continues and the World is a witness. This is the war for the soul of America and the people who want to destroy it.

The Principal of the Le Disque H.S., who calls himself "Methodist" and "Reverend" was arrested the Jews, and was brought to task before the District Attorney. This was not a Controversy, but a Controversy which caused much trouble.
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San Francisco Crusader

the MOCKINGBIRD

This is a partly content-empty column about people, places, and things, totally empty.

Craig & Friends invite You to a Birthday Party for

"KIMO"

June 6th
Friday 8 pm

at

KIMO'S

1351 POLK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
885-4335

Welcome back to the KIMOES with EDUARDO DEMING who is the new manager of the MOTHER TRENCH BALLROOM. Thanks, but NO thanks RALPH! And we sure miss you RONALD ROBINS who is the new manager of LE DISQUE. And NELSON who is the new manager of the BART. We haven't heard from him in a while. We hope he's doing well.

LADY LEATHER Rangers: We're glad to see you at the KIMOES again. We hope you're enjoying your stay here in San Francisco. We hope to see you again soon.

Don't forget, the KIMOES is open every Sunday from 9 to 11 PM. Come and join us for a great night out!

San Francisco Crusader
PENIS HOUSE (Peter Pan), words of CORKY of the San Diego Coronation....Nichole’s "principles" and their Board of Directors have had...The alleged Republicans of CRIR and their tired Public ART MOVEMENT. He is gathering in the sheep of all political persuasions to blend and homo...Petals here!

LA NUBELLE to handle according to Faye!

Beach, with LA KISHNUBELLE for some good food. John was good and had good people and...as a shock to all of us who knew him. It could a bit testy! John Thomas SACRIETT’s mother. He looks so very gay column of the Lips? mushmouth Gretta chame home the other...disco with a hand...4th Street all nite 474-4331.

Sources for several...case of STELLA’S coming home at nite...387 over at Jim’s...to reliataccording to FAYE!...made to MlleMDEffin...

Tough! Oh well, as long as the food is good, the service...JOE’S BAR & GRILL which use to be Jacksons...885-1001 and he will put...Hot young blonde, hung of the H.L. Perry bars. He does show a great deal of immaturity...boy like Darrell got hurt. But again, it was YOUR paper that had that ass...Next thing, Mz. LORCH will take...of his birthdays. Money, money and....

The Gay Freedom Day Parade Committee is to be promised soon completion of its annual publication for five years. The money is to be used to help the GAY AREA DIRECTORY as at the PETERS PANNELED!

Sound of Music
102 Turk S. 885-0806

2 shows nightly.

Live Shows 9:30 & 11:30

More Shows each Monday Live Bands other Nights.

That huge hangout is SAM BENSON on the stage of the DELIGHTFUL SHOWING at the LUCY BELL CINEMA, 178 Bush Street. Opens 11 am daily.

Big Joe Invites You to see our new...Live Drag SHOWS "New Faces'80" LANDMARK SHOWROOM 45 Turk Street 474-4331.

Continuous shows from 9:30 PM every Thursday, Saturday and Sunday.

NORTH BEACH
JOE’S BAR & GRILL as the new name of the old LUCY BELLS which used to be backstairs in the LUCY BELLS. Ask the 24 hour bar and grill, the voice of BART, METRO, and MUNI! The people are the old regulars.

GAY BAR and Grill where there is a great place for drinks and fun. The service is fast and friendly who cares what the price of the drinks is.

Model Young male blonde, age 26, 5’8” tall, good looks.

Model Young blonde mafurer Smothing and sturdy 6’1”, 150 lbs., and hot. In or Out, will travel: 67’ryan.

GAY MASSAGE For a massage that will leave you relaxed and in place. Call me. Arm 7 years old, 5’9”, brown hair and eyes. W/0 youthful and tender. Strong hands quick. ROD 441-8729.

Advertisement here and NOW! 885-1001 now.

Hotel Rooms
Lovely newly redecorated rooms. Only $42 a week for either one or two people. 24 hour desk and phones. 346-5737.

Model Young male blonde, age 23, 6’2”, 200 lbs., good looks.

Model Young blonde mafurer Smothing and sturdy 6’1”, 150 lbs., and hot. In or Out, will travel: 67’ryan.

Gay Massagel For a massage that will leave you relaxed and in place. Call me. Arm 7 years old, 5’9”, brown hair and eyes. W/0 youthful and tender. Strong hands quick. ROD 441-8729.

Advertise here and NOW! 885-1001 now.

Crusader Cost per line: $100 per line

Mail cash, check, or money order to: CRUSADER, 850 Market St., San Francisco 94103.

Please use the name, telephone to reach you.

San Francisco Crusader
This is a weekly newspaper serving gay people, places and things, transworld-wide. 

This is a very big month for...national advertisers...for all of us who knew him. It could a bit testy! John Thomas SACRIETT’s mother. He looks so very gay column of the Lips? mushmouth Gretta chame home the other...disco with a hand...4th Street all nite 474-4331.
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Tough! Oh well, as long as the food is good, the service...JOE’S BAR & GRILL which use to be Jacksons...885-1001 and he will put...Hot young blonde, hung of the H.L. Perry bars. He does show a great deal of immaturity...boy like Darrell got hurt. But again, it was YOUR paper that had that ass...Next thing, Mz. LORCH will take...of his birthdays. Money, money and....
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Big Joe Invites You to see our new...Live Drag SHOWS "New Faces'80" LANDMARK SHOWROOM 45 Turk Street 474-4331.

Continuous shows from 9:30 PM every Thursday, Saturday and Sunday.

NORTH BEACH
JOE’S BAR & GRILL as the new name of the old LUCY BELLS which used to be backstairs in the LUCY BELLS. Ask the 24 hour bar and grill, the voice of BART, METRO, and MUNI! The people are the old regulars.

GAY BAR and Grill where there is a great place for drinks and fun. The service is fast and friendly who cares what the price of the drinks is.
San Francisco Crusader

- ACTION PACKED - ROMANCE - TRANSYLVANIAN - PARTIES -

"Northern California's ONLY 18 & OVER dance palace!"

Liquor for those over 21!

THE ROCKY HORROR SHOW

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18, 1980
9:00 to 2:00 A.M.
Win a Free Vacation in Las Vegas
3 Days & 2 Nights
for 2 people.
(not including airfare)
Win Free Sound Track Records!
YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
ARE INVITED TO AN
ACTION PACKED
COSTUME DANCE
PARTY AT

MARATHON BALLROOM
709 LARKIN (at Ellis) 3928-9660.

"DO THE TIME WARP"
with
ONSTAGE, A CAST OF 10 OF STRAND THEATER FAME
in full ROCKY HORROR DRAG!

LIVE!!!!

Celluloid Jam'

Tickets $5 at the door